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ytical model of the transition
power densities of the upconversion luminescence
and quantum yield

J. S. Matias, *ab K. Komolibus,a K. W. Kho,a S. Konugolu-Venkata-Sekara

and S. Andersson-Engels ab

The quantum yield (QY) evaluation of upconverting nanoparticles (UCNPs) is an essential step in the

characterisation of such materials. The QY of UCNPs is governed by competing mechanisms of

populating and depopulating the electronic energy levels involved in the upconversion (UC), namely

linear decay rates and energy transfer rates. As a consequence, at low excitation, the QY excitation

power density (r) dependence obeys the power law rn−1, where n represents the number of absorbed

photons required for the emission of a single upconverted photon and determines the order of the

energy transfer upconversion (ETU) process. At high power densities, the QY transits to a saturation level

independent of the ETU process and the number of excitation photons, as a result of an anomalous

power density dependence present in UCNPs. Despite the importance of this non-linear process for

several applications (e.g., living tissue imaging and super-resolution-microscopy), little has been reported

in the literature regarding theoretical studies to describe the UC QY, especially for ETUs with order

higher than two. Therefore, this work presents a simple general analytical model, which introduces the

concept of the transition power density points and QY saturation to characterise the QY of an arbitrary

ETU process. The transition power density points determine where the power density dependence of the

QY and the UC luminescence changes. The results provided in this paper from fitting the model to

experimental QY data of a Yb–Tm codoped b-UCNP for 804 nm and 474 nm emissions (ETU2 and ETU3

processes, respectively) exemplify the application of the model. The common transition points found for

both processes were compared to each other showing strong agreement with theory, as well as,

compared to previous reports when possible.
1 Introduction

In the last few decades, upconverting nanoparticles (UCNPs)
have been extensively studied due to their unique ability to
convert low-energy photons to high-energy photons, an anti-
Stokes non-linear process involving multi-photon absorption
followed by the emission of a single photon with the total
absorbed energy.1–3 The upconversion luminescence (UCL) non-
linearity is a unique property responsible for a breakthrough in
super-resolution microscopy, where researchers achieved sub
70 nm imaging resolution utilising the giant non-linear
response found in some UCNPs.4–7 From clean energy to bio-
photonics, UCNPs have also been successfully applied to light
harvesting,8,9 photodynamic therapy (PDT),10 diffuse optical
imaging,11 optogenetics,12,13 biosensors,14 and temperature
sensing.15,16 Despite their potential, the quantum yield (QY) of
UCNPs remains low, especially at low excitation power densities
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required for biological applications.17 The internal quantum
yield (iQY) is oen used as a gure of merit to characterise
UCNPs, and is dened as the ratio of the number of emitted
photons to the number of absorbed ones.18–20 At low excitation
power densities the non-linear behaviour of UCL is more
pronounced and, as a consequence, the iQY is power density
dependent,20–23 which adds further complexities to the evalua-
tion of their efficiency. An accurate iQY evaluation is crucial for
the development of optimal UCNPs, although, analytical and
modelling studies on the excitation power density dependence
of iQY are astonishingly scarce.22

The most efficient UCNPs have a sensitizer ion that strongly
absorbs near-infrared (NIR) photons and transfers its energy to
an activator ion via a phonon through the lattice of a host
matrix.3 This energy transfer upconversion (ETU) process
excites the electrons from the ground state to an nth excited state
of the activators in a sequence of steps involving long-living
intermediate states.24 When the electrons relax radiatively
from the excited state jni to lower states, an ETU process of
order n (ETUn) is completed and a single photon is emitted with
higher energy.1–3,25 At low power densities the non-linear UCL is
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 3279–3286 | 3279
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proportional to rn, where n represents the number of absorbed
photons involved in the process and r is the uniform excitation
power density of irradiated UCNPs. As the excitation power
density is increased, the UCL transits to regimes of power
density dependence with an exponent lower than n, and even-
tually reaches linearity, i.e. r1. The UCL of upconverting micro-
particles tends to saturate aer reaching linearity as the power
density is further increased.26,27 Unlikely, the UCL of UCNPs
typically does not show saturation, regardless of the number of
excitation photons and number of energy transfers involved.21,28

This behaviour seen in UCNPs, named as anomalous power
(density) dependence for the rst time by Suyver et al., has been
extensively observed experimentally as shown in the
literature.20–22,27–33 Yet, analytical studies exploring the
phenomenon are nonexistent, especially with regard to the
different power density regimes and the thresholds between
them. The delimitation of the regimes has never been formally
dened before, and thus far is based on subjective assessment
in the literature; the authors refer to the ranges of non-linearity
and linearity as being at the “low” and “high power densities”,
respectively.18,21,22,27,28,34,35 These subjective terms can well
describe the UCL behaviour qualitatively, although a quantita-
tive method is necessary for accurate characterisation, espe-
cially in applications where precise tuning of the UCL dynamics
is crucial.36 Recently, Liu et al., while studying the ETU2 of a NIR
UCL, have introduced the concept of the “balancing power
density” as the transition point where the iQY is exactly half of
its maximum QY value (the “QY saturation” level), which is
reached at the linear regime of the UCL.22 The balancing power
density was the rst concept of a quantitative parameter to
dene the threshold between the non-linear and linear regimes
of ETU2 processes, highlighting its importance. In addition,
their model reduced a complex power density dependent
system, with numerous energy transfer and linear decay rates,
to a simple equation with two variables: the balancing power
density point and the QY saturation. Themodel proposed by the
authors was based on two key studies21,28 using an elegant but
simple rate equationmodel to describe the population densities
of the energy states involved in the UC. Later on, their model
was utilised in the implementation of a beam-prole compen-
sation on experimental QY and to demonstrate the need of the
compensation for an accurate evaluation of the iQY.20,23 Apart
from Liu et al.'s study on ETU2, no study has been conducted on
higher ETU processes. A precise modelling of the UCL and iQY
is of particular importance to the optimisation of application-
specic UCNPs. Therefore, this work presents a general
analytical model for an ETU process of arbitrary order, and
includes a detailed analysis of the how a transition power
density point, such as the balancing power density, affects ETU
processes of higher order. Applying the model to an ETU2
process, the found transition power density points were
compared to the balancing point proposed by Liu et al. In
addition, the distinct power density behaviour of UCNPs and
that of their bulk counterparts are discussed in terms of their
iQY saturation and transition power density points. Experi-
mental results, supporting the ndings, and exemplifying the
application of the model to the characterisation of UCNPs, are
3280 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 3279–3286
presented for the 804 nm and 474 nm emissions (ETU2 and
ETU3 processes, respectively) of a Yb–Tm codoped b-UCNP.
2 Materials and methods
2.1 Sample characterisation

b-NaYF4:YbTm core–shell UCNPs with multiple emission
wavelengths dispersed in toluene, purchased from Creative
Diagnostics, were chosen for the experiments. Morphology,
dispersion and size were characterised with a scanning trans-
mission electron microscope (STEM). The sample was drop-cast
over 5 mm silicon and images were acquired in the trans-
mission mode. For the emission spectra and QY measurements
a 500 mW CW 976 nm excitation laser diode (Thorlabs – BL976-
PAG500), controlled by a digital driver (Thorlabs – CLD1015)
was utilised to irradiate the sample. The excitation beam was
shaped to a Gaussian prole with 302 mmdiameter taken as full-
width-at-half-maximum. The power densities of the excitation
were calculated by the ratio of power to the area of the cross-
section of the beam. The emission spectra of the sample were
acquired for a few power densities ranging from 20 W cm−2 to
100 W cm−2 with a commercial spectrometer (Ocean Optics –

QEPRO-FL) attached to the emission arm at 90° to the excitation
path of a QY system built in the lab, which is reported else-
where.35 The QY system was calibrated with two commercial
organic dyes: a NIR dye diluted in ethanol (Dyomics – DY-781-
01) with an emission peak at 800 nm and known QY of
12.4%, obtained according to a standard protocol;20,23,31 and
a blue dye diluted in ethanol (Dyomics – DY-415-01) with an
emission peak at 467 nm and QY of 20.2% characterised by the
manufacturer. The calibration at these specic wavelengths
accounts for the wavelength dependence of the APD sensitiv-
ities, and these dyes were chosen to match their emission
wavelength with the UCNP emission wavelengths that were
characterised with the QY system. The sample of UCNPs was
prepared and characterised according to the process recently
reported in the literature.20 Experimentally, the iQYs were ob-
tained according to the denition, which written in terms of
wavelengths and power is given by eqn (1),

hlem
¼ Llemlem

Palex
; (1)

where Llem [W] is the UCL for the wavelength of emission lem

[nm], Pa [W] is the total absorbed power, and lex [nm] is the
excitation wavelength, 976 nm.

The iQY evaluation was conducted for the 804 nm and the
474 nmUCL peaks, which were measured simultaneously at two
avalanche photodiodes (APDs) (Thorlabs – APD410A and
APD440A2, respectively) attached to the QY system. The emis-
sion wavelengths, selected for the characterisation, were chosen
accordingly as they were the most intense emission peaks for
these UCNPs, and because, they arise from two distinct ETU
processes (ETU2 and ETU3 processes). In addition, the NIR
emission is widely used in most of the applications in the bio-
photonic eld because of its high penetration depth in living
tissues,17,37,38 while the blue UC emission of UCNPs has shown
promising utilisation to trigger neurons for less invasive
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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techniques in optogenetics.13,39,40 Despite the beam-prole-
compensation to be essential for the iQY characterisation, its
mathematical derivation would deviate the focus of this work.
Therefore, for the purpose of exemplifying the theoretical
ndings and keeping the message clear in this paper, the beam-
prole-compensation was not accounted for in the experi-
mental results.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 A general theoretical model

The general model proposed here in its simplest form comprises
a two-level sensitizer (S) and an activator (A) with an arbitrary
number of energy levelsm larger than two, as shown in Fig. 1. The
electrons from the sensitizer's ground state jai are pumped to the
excited energy level jbi using an excitation source with power
density r [W cm−2] and natural frequency nex [Hz]. The probability
of a photon to be absorbed is given by the sensitizer's cross-
section area sS [cm2]. As the sensitizer relaxes to the ground
state jaiwith a constant rate Rb [s

−1], phonons propagate through
the lattice carrying energy until it encounters an activator and
transfers the energy to the ions, exciting them from their current
state jj− 1i to the next higher state jji. The energy transfer (ET) is
the key process that determines the dynamics of the populating
and depopulating mechanisms of the UC energy states.24 Thus,
the model considers that any energy state jji is populated only by
ET with a constant rate Wj−1 [s−1], and cross-relaxation is
neglected. The depopulation of a jji state occurs via two
Fig. 1 Simplified energy levels scheme representing a two-level
sensitizer (S) and an activator (A) with an arbitrary number of energy
levels. The diagram represents the sensitizer's electrons being excited
by ground state absorption and subsequent multiple energy transfers
to equally spaced energy levels present in the activator (A) ion. Any jji
excited state (i.e. j > 0) is populated and depopulated by mechanisms
of the same nature, and if j is equal to 1, the state jj − 1i coincides with
the ground state j0i. The curly arrows represent the excitation photon
on the left, and the emitted photon on the right, whereas the arrows
pointing up (down) represent the electronic transitions to a higher
(lower) energy state. The dashed lines correspond to the energy
transfers between the ions.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
mechanisms, as such, a linear decay to the activator's ground
state j0i with a decay constant rate Rj [s

−1], and an excitation to
the next higher energy state jj + 1i by ET. The set of population
density equations and their rate equations that encapsulates the
concept of the proposed model is given by eqn (2),

NS ¼ Na þNb;

dNb

dt
¼ arNa �NbRb;

NA ¼
Xm

i¼0

Ni;

«

dNj

dt
¼ Wj�1Nj�1Nb �WjNjNb �NjRj ;

«

(2)

where Nj [cm
−3] is the population density of an arbitrary jji

state, for j ˛ {1, 2, 3, ., m}; Na [cm
−3], and Nb [cm−3] are the

population densities of the energy states jai and jbi, respec-
tively; NS [cm−3], and NA [cm−3] represent the total electronic
density of the sensitizers and activators, respectively; and a [cm2

J−1] is the sensitizer's cross-section sS divided by Planck's
constant ħ [J s] times the natural frequency of the excitation
photons nex, eqn (3).

a ¼ sS

hnex
(3)

Solving the equations for the steady states, the population
densities for the energy states jbi and the jji's are given by eqn
(4) and (5), respectively.

Nb ¼ arNS

Rb þ ar
; (4)

Nj ¼ Wj�1Nj�1Nb

WjNb þ Rj

(5)

Being jji an arbitrary state, one can prove that eqn (5) is also
a solution for the state jj − 1i by the principle of nite induc-
tion. Therefore, the population density for a jji state can be
represented in terms of the population density of the ground
state of the activators N0 [cm−3] by replacing recursively the
solutions of all the energy states lower than jji, i.e. Nj−1, Nj−2,.,
N0, in eqn (5). The population density of the ground state barely
changes during UC processes within the ranges of power
densities utilised in most applications, and thus, N0 can be
considered a constant of the order of magnitude of NA.
Furthermore, the power density dependent solution is obtained
by replacing Nb in eqn (5) by eqn (4). This solution is valid for
the limit where r � Rb/a (typically Rb/a > 5000 W cm−2 for
a range of values of sS and Rb found in the literature41,42). Within
this limit, the population density of the sensitizer's ground state
Na is much larger than the population density of the excited
state jbi, Na [ Nb, and thus, Na can be considered a constant
with the same order of magnitude of NS. Therefore, the
simplied solution is given by eqn (6),
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 3279–3286 | 3281
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Nj ¼ Njs

Yj

i¼1

r

rþ ri
; (6)

where Njs [cm−3] is the saturated population density for the
energy state jji, given by eqn (7), and ri [W cm−2] denes the
power density transition point corresponding to a state jii for i˛
{1, 2, ., j}, given by eqn (8),

Njs ¼ W0N0

Wj

; (7)

ri ¼
RiRb

WiaNa

; (8)

where W0 [s−1] is the energy transfer rate responsible for the
electronic excitation from the energy state j0i to the rst excited
state j1i.

The population density saturation is reached at excitation
power densities much higher than the constants ri, where these
transition constants can be neglected. A ri constant determines
the threshold where the slope of the population density versus
the excitation power density in a double logarithmic scale for
a particular jii state transits from i to i − 1, as the excitation
power density is increased. Notice that a particular transition
point ri inuences the population density of its correspondent
energy state jii and the population densities of all the energy
states above. However, it does not affect any energy state below
it. For example, taking j equal to 1, the product in the solution of
eqn (6) is reduced to a single element with the transition point
r1. Now, taking j equal to 2, one can notice that the population
density solution is dependent on the transition points r1 and r2.
Thus, the constant r2 does not inuence the state j1i, although
it inuences the energy state j2i. Considering the solutions for
the energy states above j2i, one can verify that r2 also affects all
the higher energy states.

The iQY for the emitted photons originated from an energy
state jji, hj [−], is, by denition, the ratio of the number of
emitted photons to the number of absorbed photons. The
emitted photon density per second is proportional to the pop-
ulation density of this state multiplied by a constant factor
Rrad
j [s−1] (which is the radiative decay rate from the energy state

jji), and the density of absorbed photons per second is given by
the product aNar. Thereby, the power density dependent iQY for
each of these energy states is easily obtained as represented by
eqn (9).

hj ¼
NjsR

rad
j

aNa

rj�1
Yj

i¼1

1

rþ ri
(9)

3.2 The power density limits and the anomalous power
density dependence of UCNPs

At the limit where r � ri, ci ˛ {1, ., j}, the population density
becomes proportional to rj, and the iQY becomes proportional
to rj−1, obeying the power law observed experimentally.21,22,34 At
the other extreme, where the limit r[ ri,ci ˛ {1,., j} applies,
the model indicates that the population density of the states jji
reaches a saturation level, given by the constant Njs, and
3282 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 3279–3286
therefore the iQY is quenched. This effect has been observed for
upconverting microparticles,26,27 although the typical behaviour
of UCNPs indicates no saturation of the population densities at
high power densities. Instead, the UCL of UCNPs exhibits linear
power density dependence within this regime, i.e. r1, indepen-
dent of the energy state or the order of the ETU process,20–22,27–33

as previously mentioned. Named as anomalous power depen-
dence by Suyver et al.,21 this phenomenon is explained if one of
the transition power density points is signicantly large and
had never been reached experimentally in UCNPs. Suyver et al.
showed a few experimental examples of UCNPs with different
sensitizers and activators for which the anomalous behaviour
occurs for all the upconverting states including the energy state
j1i, i.e. the states related to the down conversion. This suggests
that the r1 was never reached during their experiments, and
therefore one can conclude that the highest transition point is
in fact r1. Fig. 2 shows a schematic representation of the pop-
ulation densities, eqn (6), and iQY, eqn (9), for the UC of a four-
level system in a double-logarithmic representation. The power
density dependence of the regimes of each energy state is
indicated in the plots. In this example, r1 is much larger than
the other transition points. As a consequence, the population
densities of all the energy states present linear power density
dependence at power densities much higher than r2 and r3, yet
much lower than r1. Having r1 much larger than the other
transition points allows the linearity of all the energy states to
be observed over a wide range of excitation power densities
without any signicant change in the slope of the experimental
UCL curves, which represent the anomalous power density
dependence observed in UCNPs.

Comparing the behaviours of UCNPs and upconverting
microparticles, the results suggest that r1 is strongly increased
as the size of the particles is reduced. For example, Kaiser et al.
compared experimental iQY results of b-NaYF4: 17% Yb3+, 3%
Er3+ upconverting microparticles and UCNPs. The iQY of the
microparticles shows a saturation point at around 30 W cm−2,
and quenching at power densities above it. However, the iQY of
UCNPs tends to saturation at the maximum power densities
measured, around 4000 W cm−2, which is far above the satu-
ration power density range shown by the microparticles.27 In
addition, upconverting microparticles exhibit higher iQYs than
those of UCNPs excited at the same power densities,33 and the
iQY saturation levels are also higher for microparticles.27 These
observations are also supported by numerical simulations,
including experimental data, presented by Hossan et al., where
the authors compare luminescence and iQY of upconverting
microparticles and UCNPs (core and core–shell).44 This occurs
because of the relation between the iQY saturation to the largest
transition power density point, i.e. r1 for the anomalous power
density dependence. Within the linear regime and below it, the
iQY equation, eqn (9), can be further simplied. Applying the
limit r1 [ r, the power density in the denominator that has r1
is reduced to r1, r + r1 / r1, and eqn (10) is obtained,

h
0
j ¼ hjsr

j�1
Yj

i¼2

1

rþ ri
(10)
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the (a) population densities, and
(b) the iQYs versus the excitation power density in a double logarithmic
scale for a four-level upconverting system. The horizontal dashed lines
represent the saturation levels of the population densities and of the
iQYs. The vertical dashed lines indicate the transition power density
points. With r1 being higher than the other transition points, the
population densities of all the energy states have linear behaviour at
power densities much higher than r2 and r3, yet much lower than r1. A
web application with free access was developed for simulating pop-
ulation densities, UCL, and iQY for a four-level up-converting system.
It allows users to change the fundamental variables in eqn (2) and view
the simulated data plotted in the interface. The programming code
that powers the application is available on a GitHub repository
accessible from the upper right corner of the web page.43
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where h0 j [−] is the simplied iQY, hjs [−] is the iQY saturation,
given by eqn (11) and obtained from the ratio of the constants
outside the product in eqn (9) to the transition point r1.

hjs ¼
NjsR

rad
j W1

R1Rb

(11)

Because the iQY saturation is inversely proportional to r1, an
upconverting material that has lower r1 is expected to have
higher iQY saturation, which is exactly what is seen in UC
microparticles compared to UCNPs.26,27
3.3 The ETU2 case for UCNPs

Liu et al.'s model for the ETU2 process22 is a special case of the
present general model with W2 = 0, which neglects ETU3 and
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
higher processes. Placing this constant in eqn (8), r2 tends to
innity, however, expanding eqn (9) before considering W2 = 0,
this constant is cancelled out with the same constant in the
denominator of the population density saturation constant N2s.
Thereby, the Liu et al.'s solution for the ETU2 process is ob-
tained, eqn (12),

h2 ¼ hs

r

rþ rb
(12)

where hs [−] gives the iQY saturation, eqn (13), and rb [W cm−2]
is the balancing power density point, named by Liu et al.,
eqn (14).

hs ¼
W0N0R

rad
2

R2Rb

; (13)

rb ¼
R1Rb

W1aNa

(14)

From the practical perspective of tting a QY data curve, eqn
(10) for j = 2 and eqn (12) result in the same numerical values
for the QY saturation and the transition/balancing power
density point. However, the physical nature of the constants can
be misleading for the purpose of understanding and engi-
neering optimal UCNPs. The assumption that W2 is null
requires r1 to be measurable instead of r2, in contrast to what is
expected for UCNPs, which have an anomalous power density
dependence. In any case, the determination of which constant
is the highest one is only obtained by measuring the power
density dependence of the down converted luminescence to
evaluate the population density of the rst excited state j1i.
Moreover, several UCNPs have multiple wavelength UC emis-
sions involving ETU2 and higher. For these materials, the ET
constants responsible for the population of such higher energy
states are required to be larger than zero, and therefore, the
general solution is necessary.
3.4 An experimental example

The sample utilised in the experiments presented a hexagonal
morphology and 16 ± 2 nm of average size, as shown by the
STEM image in Fig. 3. The histogram of size distribution shown
in the inset of Fig. 3 was obtained from 100 nanoparticles
measured by post analysis of the acquired image. The particles
were well dispersed and only insignicant aggregation was
observed. The emission spectra of the UCNPs, Fig. 4, showmain
emission peaks at 474, 650, and 804 nm (ETU3, ETU3 and ETU2
processes, respectively) for the power density range below 100W
cm−2. An ETU4 process (450 nm emission peak) is also present
in these UCNPs, although it was only seen for power densities
above 1000 W cm−2 (data not shown). The inset of the gure
shows the energy level diagram highlighting the electronic
transitions of each emission peak.

The iQY curves for the 804 nm and 474 nm emission versus
the excitation power density are shown in Fig. 5. The discrete
markers correspond to the experimental data and the contin-
uous curves represent the tted model, eqn (10). The experi-
mental data and the tted results displayed in the gure were
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 3279–3286 | 3283



Fig. 3 The STEM image acquired in the transmission mode shows the
UCNPs with an average size of 16 ± 2 nm and hexagonal morphology.
The inset displays their size distribution histogram taken from 100
nanoparticles.
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normalised by their respective iQY saturation values, eqn (11),
for a better comparison of the distinct behaviour of the two
curves. The iQY saturation values and the transition power
density points were obtained by tting eqn (10) (with j = 2 and j
= 3 for the 804 nm and 474 nm emission, respectively) to the
experimental iQY data. The results of best tted parameters are
presented in Table 1. The rst transition point r2 was found to
be 20 W cm−2 and the second transition point r3 to be 150 W
Fig. 4 Emission spectra of the UCNPs acquired for six different
excitation power densities. The UCNPs showed the main emission
peak at 804 nm and less intense peaks at 474 nm and 650 nm for the
power density range of the measurements. The inset of the figure
presents an energy level diagram indicating the electronic transitions
corresponding to the emission spectra peaks.

3284 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 3279–3286
cm−2. The iQY saturation values were found as 0.24% for the
474 nm emission, and 0.78% for the 804 nm emission.

Below the rst transition point r2 the iQY curve for the
804 nm emission has a predominant linear power density
dependence, whereas the iQY for the 474 nm emission has
a predominant quadratic power density dependence. As the
power density is increased above r2, the iQY for the 804 nm
emission transits to saturation, which was not reached within
the power density range of the measurement. For the 474 nm
emission, the iQY transits to a linear dependence before the
power density approaches the next transition power density
point r3. Above r3, the iQY for the 474 nm emission, nally,
transits to saturation. Because, the iQY for an ETU2 process is
independent of r3, the curve for the 804 nm emission does not
undergo any changes at power densities near this transition
point. r2 and the iQY saturation for the 804 nm emission are in
agreement with the balancing power density and iQY points
previously reported in the literature for core–shell b-UCNPs with
the same dopants and a similar emission spectrum (the iQY at
the balancing point is exactly half of the iQY saturation20,22,23).
Mousavi et al. reported rb = 14 W cm−2 and hs/2 = 0.39% ob-
tained from a beam-prole-compensated QY for the 804 nm
emission.23 Liu et al. found rb = 1.3 W cm−2 and hs = 2.6% for
the 804 nm emission of a non-beam-prole-compensated iQY.22

The latter diverges from the results found here, although the
transition power density points and the iQY saturation are
strongly dependent on the concentration of the dopants, on the
particle size, and on the prole of the excitation beam. There-
fore, a more accurate comparison would require the beam
prole compensation to be considered. As this is the rst work
to report the iQY for an ETU3 process in terms of transition
Fig. 5 Non-beam-profile-compensated-iQY data (discrete markers)
for the 804 nm and 474 nm emission fitted with the general model
(continuous curves) applied to the ETU2 and ETU3 processes,
respectively. The results were normalised by their saturation values for
a better comparison of the two curves. The iQY saturation values and
the transition power density points are summarised in Table 1.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 Transition power density points and iQY saturation obtained
from fitting the general model approximated to the anomalous power
density dependence to the iQY versus power density. The experi-
mental data and the fitted curves are shown in Fig. 5

lem
(nm) r2 (W cm−2) r3 (W cm−2) hs (%)

474 20 150 0.24
804 20 — 0.78
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points and iQY saturation, r3 and the iQY saturation for the
474 nm emission cannot be compared with the existing litera-
ture. Comparing the iQY saturation of both emission wave-
lengths, the results are in agreement with the magnitude of the
emission peaks in Fig. 4, and with typical UCNP samples doped
with Tm, which present much lower QYs for the 474 nm emis-
sion than that for the 804 nm emission.45
4 Conclusion

In conclusion, this paper presented a robust and simple
analytical model for an arbitrary ETU process to characterise the
iQY of upconverting materials in terms of the transition points
of the curves and the iQY saturation level. To exemplify the
application of the characterisation method, experimental
results of iQY for the 804 nm and 474 nm emissions of a b-
NaYF4:YbTm core–shell UCNP were provided. As a result of the
analysis of the model, the concepts of “power density transition
points” and “iQY saturation” proposed in this work were found
in terms of intrinsic properties of the energy levels of the
sensitizer and activator ions. In addition, it was found that there
is a strong relation between the iQY saturation and the highest
power density transition point, which is associated with the rst
excited state of the activators for UCNPs with anomalous power
density dependence. This nding suggests that the properties of
the rst excited state are related to the fact that upconverting
microparticles typically have higher iQYs than UCNPs, and they
present a transition power density point, above which, their iQY
is reduced to values below the saturation level. The quantica-
tion of the transition points is not only important for the
determination of the power densities where the behaviours of
the UCL and iQY change, but also for the determination of the
ET rates. Combining the UCL measurements with life-time
measurements, the ET rates are easily obtained for upconvert-
ing systems with known activator and sensitizer concentrations.
The authors believe that the model proposed in this work
provides a powerful tool to accurately characterise upconverting
materials and help engineering optimal UCNPs for specic
applications, as well as, provide a better understanding of the
UC mechanisms.
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